to the narrower equal rights focus, but we need more concrete analysis of how and why it occurred. This lack is particularly obvious in the chapter on the legal recognition of same-sex relationships. For instance, Warner glosses over the fact that Winnipeg's key gay liberationist founders, Chris Vogel and Rich North, were at the forefront of the demands for relationship recognition when they challenged the marriage laws in that province in 1974. Given the intense media and political interest about this issue, one wishes that Warner had devoted more space to analysis of why 'gay marriage' has become the most important point of contemporary lesbian and gay activism, not only in Canada but throughout North America and Europe.
In the conclusion, Warner triumphantly claims that 'because of the profound change wrought by small bands of defiant and courageous individuals in communities across Canada, queers can now more confidently proclaim that they are always moving forward -not in pursuit of monochromal assimilation, but towards their liberation, and they are never going back.' Such statements make for inspirational reading, yet while few would dispute that future lesbians and gays will choose a non-closeted existence, it does not necessarily follow that liberation is assured. Criticisms aside, this is a well-written, provocative book that will revitalize debate among gay academics and activists. Furthermore, we can hope that it serves as a springboard for discussions at the organizational and grassroots level about the future goals of the queer communities, their organizations, and the equal rights agenda. V.J. KORINEK University of Saskatchewan NFB Kids: Portrayals of Children by the National Film Board of Canada, 1939 Canada, -1989 Pp. v, 288, illus. $29.95 For anyone who grew up in this country between the 1940s and the 1980s, it marked one of the quintessential experiences of a Canadian childhood: sitting in a school auditorium watching a National Film Board film. As one of those millions of children, I remember snickering with my classmates at the earnest didacticism of that month's cinematic feature. Yet we were also drawn to these films, which seemed to be populated almost entirely by children -albeit children projected through the lenses of adulthood and institutional authority. It is this encounter between the history oflater twentieth-century Canadian childhood and its cinematic representation that Brian J. Low has taken as the subject for Reviews 685 his innovative study, NFB Kids: Portrayals of Children by the National Film Board of Canada, 1939 Canada, -1989 NFB Kids surveys hundreds of films -largely non-fiction worksfeaturing children and youth prominently. Scholars will be grateful to Low for unearthing this neglected but historically significant body of material. In addressing a specific theme (childhood), Low's study departs from approaches adopted in most scholarly treatments of the National Film Board. Indeed, Low comes to this study from an academic background in education rather than cinema; accordingly, he contextualizes these films within the history and historiography of Canadian childhood, with emphases on contemporary theories of child rearing and education. Low proposes NFB Kids as a social history of a 'cinematic society.' Rather than claiming that these films provide direct reflections of children's 'actual' lives, they are seen as a 'society' fabricated by the NFB in celluloid form.
Founded in 1939 to help foster a sense of national cohesion, the NFB constructed a 'society' built on the principles of social management. By the mid-194os and since, children have almost always been central to the NFB's mission (during its early years, the events of the Second World War took precedence over all else). When television challenged cinema's hegemony in the early 1950s, children took an even more prominent role, with the NFB distributing extensively to schools with films that addressed the young. In the early 1940s, reflecting the concerns of John Grierson, the first government film commissioner who was an adherent of progressive social management, the young were treated as subjects to be controlled and shaped. But by 1944, with the production of Lessons in Living (a film depicting the renovation and reform in a small, rural BC school), progressive education began to take hold. Within a few years, NFB treatments of childhood consistently reflected aspects of the 'mental hygiene' movement, particularly in advocating that teachers and parents be less authoritative towards the young. Films such as 1955's The Pony, for example, implicitly encouraged parents to allow their children to act autonomously while they diminished their own authority over them. The impact of the mental hygiene movement was far reaching in board films. According to Low, by the 1960s children virtually ran free in NFB films, with teachers and parents all but erased from view. Other shifts occurred too: by the 1960s, girls displaced boys as the key protagonists in NFB films, while young Canadians of colour, children with disabilities, and non-nuclear families began appearing more frequently. These changes coincided with the emergence at the board of autonomous 'studios' (perhaps most famously Studio o, the Women's Studio founded by Kathleen Shannon in 1974) and less authoritative approaches to the documentary (exemplified by 'Challenge for Change,' a series that placed cameras in the hands of disenfranchised Canadians).
In NFB Kids, Low is 'cautious ... to make a distinction between Canadian society and its cinematic portrayal by the NFB.' Indeed, while the documentary mode's distinctive authority still rests on perceptions of it as a direct and objective reflection of the 'real,' it mediates lived experience through the perspectives and interventions of filmmakers, governmental clients, institutional authority, and reception among myriad other means. Yet because Low offers only limited attention to the language of filmic representation and the reception of the films, he does not underscore that distinction oetween representation and 'reality' firmly enough. There remains a tendency (however inadvertent) for the material to be read as an unmediated reflection of Canadian society in the later twentieth century.
This distinction aside, NFB Kids is a valuable study for scholars of Canadian cinema, education, and childhood as well as those who spent many afternoons in the school auditorium transfixed by the NFB society of the child. There is perhaps no technology more intimately connected to the Canadian identity than the canoe. Evidence for this connection exists in a multitude of places, ranging from fine art to official culture (stamps and coins) to kitsch, advertising, and the mass media. In the language of marketing and promotion, the canoe says 'Canada.' Yet as with any item that has come to bear the meaning and weight of a national symbol, understanding its own intrinsic identity and complex history can prove a challenge. The arrival of another Canadian book on the canoe, this one a large-format coffee-table tome of substance, brings mixed tidings of hope and ennui.
The Canoe: A Living Tradition consists of fourteen articles or essays organized by John Jennings (who, in addition to writing the introduction, also contributed three essays) into three sections and an epilogue. The book defines its subject in very broad terms, embracing paddling craft from across the northern half of North America. Several of the contributors are well-known experts in their fields, a feature that lends
